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It Iie said that buzzards sad vial
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Place to Select Easter Clothes
Where Varieties are Greatest Where Qualities are Dependable

Where Styles are Right Where Prices are the Lowest I
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Mans Shirts
A wry attractive lot of

plain tad cost styles to
neatly figured sod plain
effects alto soft collar styles

50c 100 and 100 I
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faculty articulate speech

is localized in the foot the third
cerebral convolution on the brains
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forty autopsies of aphasic subjects
have shown no case in which this
part of the brain has been attacked
but an cerebral hetnor
shag has ben noted in most cases
Further than this loss of speech is
usually attended by a diminution of
the general intelligence indicating
that speech can not be to
any special part-

Experiments that
tub are not easily susceptible to
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Youll satisfied Easter morning
with results yourself you get
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Popular Priced Suits
You never more stylish better

ting better quality suits than
showing this year popular prices They
come stripes checks plaideffects

the new shapes Youll surprised
when you the values

Popular PricesII1500II II

Boys Clothes for Easter
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much what you greater
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passes style service aanspaft

shapes in blank
leathers Price from

350 to 500
hors Oxfords ia patent

leathers 250 to 3511

movement they easily
startled object brought
in range of their eyes
other hand away
moment U brought
within sight of them

Certain moth larvae living in
pines in parts of France ban
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leader spinning a thread to
mask follower adds of those
singular proceesioas noticed
April Arachm included la
dhriduals preosoaioas
formed at sight ae larvae
1leave their nosTs ta fled ON young
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Fancy VestsII

fabrios rightly tailored at
from

150 to 500t-

indcrwcur
la balbriggaa nainsook

sad Jersey seam in plain
and fancy colors extra good
vataec AtI25c 50c and 100
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leaves and in the day when they
descend to burrow in the sand and
pass to the pupa stage

The champion living skeleton was
Claude Seurat who died in 1840
Though live foot eight inches in
height h he writhed only fortysix
pounds

Abroad doawrt measw raw fruit
only Plee mad pudilhiga art malted
sweets
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